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Abstract: Many techniques including logistic regression and artificial intelligence have been employed to explain school-goers mode choice behavior. This paper aims to compare the effectiveness, robustness, and convergence of three different machine learning tools (MLT), namely the extreme learning machine (ELM), support vector machine (SVM), and multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLP-NN) to predict school-goers mode choice behavior in Al-Khobar and Dhahran cities of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). It uses the students' information, including the school grade, the distance between home and school, travel time, family income and size, number of students in the family and education level of parents as input variables to the MLT. However, their outputs were binary, that is, either to choose the passenger car or walking to the school. The study examined a promising performance of the ELM and MLP-NN suggesting their significance as alternatives for school-goers mode choice modeling. The performances of the SVM was satisfactory but not to the same level of significance in comparison with the other two. Moreover, the SVM technique is computationally more expensive over the ELM and MLP-NN. Further, this research develops a majority voting ensemble method based on the outputs of the employed MLT to enhance the overall prediction performance. The presented results confirm the efficacy and superiority of the ensemble method over the others. The study results are likely to guide the transport engineers, planners, and decision-makers by providing them with a reliable way to model and predict the traffic demand for transport infrastructures on the basis of the prevailing mode choice behavior.
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1. Introduction

School travel mode choice has altered significantly over the past century with the introduction of motorization, the predominant cause being a motor car [1]. There has been a great decline in active transportation in the last 50 years [2]. For schools located within one mile of travel in the USA, walking and bicycling represented 87 percent of the trips in 1969, which reduced to 55 percent in 2001. Conversely, automobile trips increased from 7 percent to 36 percent between 1969 and 2001. A similar situation also emerged in England where walking to primary schools reduced from 7 percent to 36 percent between 1969 and 2001. A similar situation also emerged in England where walking to primary schools reduced from 7 percent to 36 percent between 1969 and 2001. A similar situation also emerged in England where walking to primary schools reduced from 7 percent to 36 percent between 1969 and 2001. A similar situation also emerged in England where walking to primary schools reduced from 7 percent to 36 percent between 1969 and 2001.
For short trips, since distance is the main factor affecting the travel mode choice to the schools, students shift from walk/bicycle to cars or public transport for longer trips [5]. Students living in a neighborhood with higher residential density prefer to walk to school, while a higher number of road intersections show a decrease in the number of students using active transportation to school [6]. For children, an increase in actual and apparent dangers diminishes the opportunities for independent mobility and active travel mode [7]. Independent mobility and active travel are the main factors which promote healthy physical and mental growth of the children [8]. The parent’s income, car ownership, and socioeconomic status are positively related to car use for school children, while these factors show a negative relationship with walking/bicycling. The distance and safety concerns have been found to be pivotal barriers for the parents towards active transportation [9].

As far as the Saudi Arabian context is concerned, the variables significantly influencing the mode choice behavior are the time to school, number of family members, monthly household income, distance to school, nationality, and the number of cars owned by each family [10]. However, Assi et al. [11] found family income, travel time and parent’s income to be the most deterministic variables that influenced the mode choice behavior of high-school-going students. The empirical study suggests that multi-layer perceptron (MLP) tends to produce higher accuracy to address mode choice behavior as opposed to the most preferred logistic regression model. Others, notably Al-Atawi and Saleh [12] and Al-Ahmadi [10] used a multinomial logit model to explain the mode choice behavior.

In contemporary research, logistic regression along with artificial intelligence was found to be extensively used for modeling school-travel mode choice behavior [11,13,14]. However, the precision level has always been a subject of question as it apparently fails to capture the dynamics that are associated with the chosen variables that influence the mode choice behavior [15,16]. Moreover, the mode choice behavior has attempted to address this based on a disparate focus on high, middle and elementary-school-going Saudi students. This leaves a pervasive knowledge-gap on the choice of techniques and their relative efficiency in scientifically addressing the mode choice behavior of all levels of Saudi students. Moreover, an amalgamation of the different relevant techniques, resulting precision and comparison of the results to signify their corresponding strength onto the precision level have not yet been explored. The simulation results prove the efficacy of the employed machine learning techniques (MLT). For instance, the extreme learning machine (ELM) and multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP-NN) can almost accurately predict the students’ mode choice. While the support vector machine (SVM) is not as accurate as of the other two techniques, but can still predict the mode choice behavior with satisfactory accuracy [17]. On this backdrop, this study attempts to use three MLT i.e., (i) ELM, (ii) SVM, and (iii) (MLP-NN) to achieve the relative (higher) precision in order to describe the mode choice behavior of all school going students in the Saudi cities. Specifically, this study, first, aims to compare the strength of these artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in predicting the mode choice behavior for male school students in the Khobar-Dhahran metropolitan area. The robustness, convergence, and efficacy of the employed techniques are attempted to investigate and validate by training and testing them with different threads of travel data. Furthermore, this study develops a majority voting ensemble method based on the outputs of the employed MLT that enhances the overall prediction performance of the mode-choice problem. Secondly, it develops a consolidated policy perspective emanating from the study results.

This research is presented in the following order. Section 2 presents a short overview of the literature related to mode choice modeling. Section 3 explains the study methods. Section 4 presents data processing in which the employed MLT is discussed briefly. Section 5 discusses the results of this study. Lastly, Section 6 provides a brief summary about the conclusions of this paper.

2. Literature Review

The urbanity of any region significantly affects the travel mode choice, with fewer children walking or using a bicycle because of an increase in urbanity since urban environments have active public transportation networks [18]. Children dwelling within one kilometer (km) of school prefer
walking while those living beyond three kilometers use vehicles. According to Stewarta et al. [19], the distance to school, parental attitude towards traffic, culture, climate, and family resources are some of the significant factors affecting walking and biking to school.

McMillan [3] carried out research to identify the effect of an urban form of school travel mode choice that focused on elementary schools and the data for travel behavior was collected from sixteen schools located in North and South California. The probability of walking, bicycling or using the private car was examined using a binomial logit regression model. The study concluded that in addition to the urban form, many other factors influence the probability of school mode choice. These factors include the safety of locality, vehicular safety, family mobility options, societal values, and the caregiver’s attitude along with urban form being the most significant factor.

Müller et al. [5] investigated the student’s school choice and travel mode choice for schools in Germany. The data was collected for secondary schools and was analyzed using the multinomial logit (MNL) model. The student’s profile along with the distance and responsible authority affected the school choice. According to the study, the mode choice significantly relied on the distance along with other factors like the weather conditions and seasonality. Another study conducted in Florida [20], used an MNL model to examine the factors affecting the mode choice to school. The study found that the time to walk/bike, the distance from school and the elements of the built environment around the school played a significant role in selecting the travel mode choice. Lin and Chang [21] reported that a high density of sidewalks and shade trees encourage walking to school while a higher number of road intersections have the opposite effect. According to Broberg and Sarjala [18], compared to the neighborhood schools, fewer students use a bicycle or walk to magnet schools, and the rate of bus travel was high for magnet schools.

A research study was carried out in Toronto, Canada [6] that investigated the positive effect of the built environment on the active transportation system, i.e., walking/cycling. The travel mode choice for the school students of ages eleven to twelve years was estimated using a binomial logistic regression. The study concluded that the factors associated with active travel are distance, travel walking density, signal-controlled intersections, and low-income vicinities. Panter et al. [22] investigated the effect of the environment, locality, and route for a research carried out in the United Kingdom for students aged nine to ten years. The study reported that the children having a direct road to school were less likely to use active transportation compared to those having a dense network of roads in their locality. A higher number of streetlights decreased the number of students bicycling to school. Pojani and Boussauw [23] examined the impact of the physical and cultural environment on school travel mode choice. The survey data for students aged eleven to thirteen years were collected in Tirana, Albania. The study revealed that walking to school was preferred by most of the students, while the use of a bicycle and bus was minimal. The study found that students walking to the school walk in the form of a group and attend the nearest schools with fewer road intersections. The students from high-income families who live far away from school use their own car to travel to school.

Zhang et al. [8] examined the mode choice for school students aged seven to eighteen years in Beijing, China. The tree based and logit models were employed to study the key factors affecting the mode choice. The study revealed that having a personal car, and poor active transportation encourages the use of passenger cars. Further, it was found that long-distances from schools enhances the use of passenger cars. A study in Kanpur, India investigated various factors affecting the school travel mode choice [4]. The mode choice decisions were examined using a multinomial logit framework. The study revealed that the lack of public transportation and a shortage of quality school bus services encouraged the use of the family cars and paratransit. Moreover, the distance from the school, gender, family economic status, cultural exposure towards active transportation, and proper infrastructure for walking/bicycling were recognized as the most significant factors in the school travel mode choice.

Pont et al. [24] conducted a systematic literature review to study the relationship between physical and socio-economic characteristics of the environment on active transportation of children. The active transportation of the children aged between five to eighteen years was inversely related to the distance
from the destination, car ownership, and higher family income. Giles-Corti et al. [25] inspected the effect of street connectivity and traffic exposure on a child’s tendency for walking to school. It was found that more students walk to school in areas of densely connected streets and low traffic exposure compared to areas of densely connected streets and high traffic exposure. According to Stewart [26], the distance, income, traffic, crime fears, and parental attitude strongly influence the active transportation of children. A study conducted in Belgium [27] revealed that the probability of walking to schools was significantly influenced by gender, distance, smoking status, and perception towards walking. McDonald [28] reported that the most critical factors affecting school mode choice were distance and time while gender showed little effect.

Dave et al. [29] conducted a survey to examine the travel mode choice for school children in Vadodara, India and carried out a feasibility study for the use of the coordinated bus for school travel. According to the study, most of the students travel by auto-rickshaw and van as they provide door-to-door service. Moreover, the study found that the likelihood of moving to coordinated bus increases with a decrease in travel cost and distance. The most significant factors for the travel mode choice were the age, car ownership, family income, and several persons in the family. Carver et al. [30] examined the social and physical environmental factors which affect the independent movement of children to school in rural/urban areas of Norfolk, United Kingdom. The study surveyed children aged nine to ten and their parents. In addition, the features of locality, the road to school, and the school environment were measured using school audits and geographical information systems. The study revealed that land use mix, major roads in the vicinity, and parental encouragement were the factors which encouraged the independent mobility of children. Moreover, the study reported that half of the children walked or used a bicycle for school travel. A study conducted in Yorkshire, United Kingdom [9], reported that the distance, time constraints, and parent’s safety concern were the main barriers to active transportation. A study conducted in Dunedin, New Zealand [31], reported that approximately 51 percent of adolescents were admitted in the nearest school, which showed a five times higher rate of walking and lower motorization rates compared to their counterparts.

The previous studies suggest that the use of AI techniques in mode choice modeling is scarce and limited. This research aims to fill this gap by employing three common artificial intelligence techniques i.e., ELM, SVM, and MLP-NN in school mode choice modeling with a relative evaluation of their predictive performance.

3. Study Methods

Data Collection

The sample data on mode choice behavior was collected from the public schools located in Al-Khobar and Dhahran cities of KSA. The total population of these two cities is 573,671 [32], representing 2.1% of the total population of KSA. This metropolitan area is located approximately 400 km to the east of Riyadh city, the capital of KSA. The study area hosts a total number of 88 public boy’s schools at the high, middle, and elementary levels as presented in Table 1. Out of them, 13 to 15 were randomly selected from each level that makes the total number of participating schools 41. During the weekdays, a total number of 4100 self-administered questionnaires were distributed to students from the chosen schools and collected on the next day. They were designed to gather information about the present mode choice behavior of the students. Specifically, information that was found to be significant in the previous studies such as the school level, distance between home and school, travel time, family (monthly) income, family size, total number of students in family and parents’ level of education. The details about the variables used to collect the information is summarized in Table 2. The students’ mode choice options were binary i.e., passenger car or on-foot to school. The number of questionnaires received was 2747 out of which 1484 (36%) responses were considered to be valid based on the provided information for modeling, knowing that the suggested sample size for similar
planning studies should not be less than 500 [33]. Moreover, the study also ensured that at least 100 valid survey forms were collected for each mode choice i.e., car and walking [34].

### Table 1. School population in the study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Type</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample Size (% of the Population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13 (72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13 (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>41 (47%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. The description of the variables used in mode choice modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School-level</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School distance (km)</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time (min)</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>7.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family (monthly) income ($)</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family size</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students number in the family</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level of the parents</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Data Processing

The machine learning tools (MLT) are very popular in analyzing physical phenomena or decision-making processes of unobservable complex problems. Hence, these tools have already been implemented to model real-life problems related to classification, clustering, and regression [35–37]. For instance, the techniques were employed for power quality disturbances classification [38], power system faults detection and classification [39], water quality parameter modeling [40], and many more classification, clustering, and regression problems [41–43] with promising results. As this study aims to predict the mode choice behavior of the school-goers, it employs three different MLT: SVM, MLP-NN, and ELM. However, this study enhances the prediction performance of the mode choice behavior through the development of a majority voting ensemble method using the outputs of the employed MLT. Therefore, this section briefly discusses the employed MLT and the majority voting ensemble method for the prediction of mode choice behavior of the school-goers.

#### 4.1. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks

The artificial neural networks are encouraged by the structure, processing method and learning ability of biological neural networks that can successfully analyze unobservable complex problems with better generalization performance and efficiency [44–46]. The capabilities of parallel computation and adaptiveness to external disturbances are making the feedforward MLP-NN popular amongst the researchers. It maps a set of inputs onto a set of desired outputs through supervised learning algorithms by building a model in the presence of uncertainty. It consists of three types of layers (input, hidden and output) where the nodes of a layer are entirely linked to the next one (if any). Each node processes the incoming inputs through nonlinear activation functions and transfers the outputs to the nodes of the following layer. The input parameters are transferred to the nodes of the hidden layers through adjustable weighting factors. All inputs of the hidden node are processed through non-linear activation functions after the addition of an adjustable bias to each node. The outputs of hidden nodes are forwarded in the same way to the nodes of the output layer for producing desired outputs [45,47,48].

In Figure 1, a simplified structure of an MLP is shown where p numbers of inputs are connected with n numbers of hidden nodes and the hidden nodes are connected with m numbers of output nodes to generate m numbers of outputs. An MLP neural network gets trained by adjusting the connecting
weights and biases in two stages [49]. The first stage propagates the inputs through hidden and output layers to predict the outputs and compare the predicted and targeted outputs for estimating their differences. This stage selects the weights and biases by minimizing the differences between the estimated and actual outputs. The supervised learning algorithm terminates and adjusts the weights and biases while the summation of the absolute differences of the predicted and targeted outputs do not change for a pre-specified number of epochs or reaches the pre-defined maximum number of epochs.

![Simplified structure of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network.](image)

**Figure 1.** Simplified structure of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network.

### 4.2. Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are extensively used for the efficient analysis of data as it provides better generalization performance for high dimensional data [50–52]. However, the SVM was limited for classification problems only in the beginning and later extended for regression analysis as well [53]. The SVM plots available data into a high dimensional feature space by constructing an optimum geometric hyperplane through a non-linear mapping for the separation of data. This technology significantly reduces the total number of patterns to separate the group of patterns by using only the patterns closest to the separation surface instead of using all of them. It employs different functions including the polynomial, sigmoidal, Gaussian, and radial basis functions for the creation of the separation surface [54].

### 4.3. Extreme Learning Machines

Extreme learning machines (ELM) for the single hidden layer feedforward neural networks (FFNN) are faster than conventional FFNN in achieving better generalization performance through the effective determination of global optimum solutions [55]. This model works on the concept of synthesizing a direct relationship among many theories namely the matrix theory, linear system stability, neural network generalization performance, and ridge regression for solving complicated imperceptible problems [56]. The ELM calculates the output weights analytically by picking the input weights arbitrarily whereas the MLP-NN and SVM govern these input weights based on the selected training patterns [57].

### 4.4. Majority Voting Ensemble Methods

The ensemble methods develop and combine the multiple machine learning models to produce better-aggregated solutions than the individual models by compensating the mistakes [58–60]. Generally, they use generated solutions of the individual learning methods as inputs and produce ultimate solutions through a wide range of processing techniques, including averaging, bagging, boosting, stacking, and voting [61]. Voting and averaging are the widely used ensemble methods that are easy to understand and implement. Classification problems use the voting techniques whereas the regression problems use averaging techniques based on the results of the developed machine learning techniques.
learning techniques. Further, the voting/averaging techniques can be ramified into two categories, namely the majority and weighted voting/averaging. In majority voting for classification problems, the ensemble methods take the predicted solutions of each model and select the one that receives more than half of the votes (for classifying two classes) or the majority votes (for classifying more than two classes) by providing same rights to each model. Unlike majority voting, the weighted voting gives more importance to a few models and less importance to others based on experience and their efficacy in prediction.

5. Results and Discussions

The descriptive statistics for the two modes used in this study are illustrated in Table 3. More than 70 percent of the school-goers use passenger cars for travel while approximately 30 percent of them walk to the school. The median time for both modes is almost the same while students who reside near the school walk to the school.

Table 3. Modal split, average travel time average distance, and average family income.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Modal Split %</th>
<th>Average Travel Time (min)</th>
<th>Average Distance (Km)</th>
<th>Average Family Income ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Car</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study used the MLP-NN, SVM, and ELM for predicting the mode choice of school goers. To test the robustness and convergence of the MLT, this study employed 60, 70, and 80 percent of the available data for training the prediction models for the three different scenarios, while the remaining data were used for testing purposes. It is worth mentioning that the inputs of the MLT models were the school level, the distance between home and school, travel time, family income, family size, the number of students in the family and education level, whereas their output was binary i.e., either choosing passenger car or walking.

However, for the multilayer perceptron neural network, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was employed for training in the MATLAB environment. The LM is a combination of the Gauss-Newton and steepest descent algorithms and exhibits better generalization performance in terms of stability, robustness, and convergence. This study chose five hidden neurons through a systematic trial and error approach for the MLP-NN. However, it employed a binary SVM classifier in a MATLAB environment that trained or cross-validated an SVM model for two different classes of data by mapping the predictor data using kernel functions via quadratic programming for objective-function minimization. Like MLP-NN, this study selected the key parameters of the SVM through the systematic trial and error technique. Finally, this research employed an ELM toolbox developed in a MATLAB environment to predict the mode choice behavior of the school goers. Like the other two techniques, this study chose the ELM parameters, namely the regularization coefficient, kernel parameter, and kernel option through a systematic trial and error process.

Tables 4–6 show the operation time required for training and testing of the selected MLT along with their training and testing accuracies for a different number of training and testing data. As can be seen, the SVM required approximately 10 seconds for training purposes whereas the MLP-NN and ELM took approximately 0.05 seconds, respectively. Conversely, the SVM and MLP-NN took similar times for testing purposes that were almost double compared to the testing time of the ELM technique. Therefore, it can be concluded that in terms of computational time, the SVM technique is the most expensive one and the ELM is the least expensive one for this specific study. As can be observed, the training accuracy for the SVM technique was approximately 90 percent whereas the same for the ELM and MLP-NN techniques were more than 99 percent for all cases in predicting the mode choice behavior of the school-goers. In terms of testing accuracies, the ELM and MLP-NN achieved
almost 98 percent accuracies whereas the accuracy for the SVM technique was less than 90 percent for each case.

**Table 4.** Operation time and accuracy for 60% training and 40% testing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Operation Time</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>9.828</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-NN</td>
<td>4.641</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Operation time and accuracy for 70% training and 30% testing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Operation Time</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>11.766</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-NN</td>
<td>4.453</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** Operation time and accuracy for 80% training and 20% testing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Operation Time</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>10.922</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-NN</td>
<td>5.953</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, this study employed a majority voting ensemble method based on the outputs of the three machine learning tools to achieve better generalization performance for the testing datasets. This technique gave the same rights to each model and chose the predicted solutions that received more than half of the votes. There was no ambiguity in the selection of the best class as this study employed odd numbers (three) of MLT. Table 7 presents and compares the accuracy of the different machine learning tools and the majority voting ensemble method. Figure 2 shows the testing accuracies of the employed MLT and the majority voting ensemble method for a different amount of training and testing data. Therefore, it can be concluded that in terms accuracies, the SVM technique showed the least performance, whereas the ELM and MLP-NN showed excellent performance that justified their employment in predicting the mode choice behavior of the school-goers of the selected area of Saudi Arabia. Moreover, the majority voting ensemble method predicted the solutions with better or at least equal accuracies of the individual models.

**Table 7.** Accuracy comparison for the testing datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60% Training Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>87.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>98.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP-NN</td>
<td>98.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>98.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions

The promising performance of ELM and MLP-NN suggests their use for modeling the travel mode choice behavior of the school goers. Both techniques outperformed the SVM technique in terms of training and testing accuracies. The training accuracy for the SVM technique was approximately 90 percent, whereas for the ELM and MLP-NN techniques, the accuracies were more than 99 percent for all cases. In addition, the ELM and MLP-NN achieved almost 98 percent accuracies for the test datasets, whereas the accuracy for the SVM technique was less than 90 percent for each case. Furthermore, the SVM technique was computationally expensive over the other two techniques. The ELM was the best one in terms of overall computational expense. Therefore, the ELM and MLP-NN models can be applied to predict the mode choice behavior of the school going student populations in KSA with a higher precision. Moreover, the developed majority voting ensemble method also predicted the solutions with better or at least equal accuracies of the individual MLT models that confirmed the effectiveness of the ensemble method in modeling mode choice behavior problems.

It was observed that the travel time, family income, and parent education level were the prime variables to dictate the mode-choice behavior. This study expects to help and guide the transport planners, engineers, and decision-makers to devise a plan for strategic management and supporting infrastructure for both traffic and walkers based on accurate demand and its higher predictive power. This would also influence the decisions for surrounding land use changes that facilitates the commuting both in cars and on foot.
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